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Mission Statement 
 
The mission of the North Carolina State Firefighters’                 
Association is to serve our 55,000+ members.  We will           
respond to our members needs by using effective means 
of communication, providing defined financial benefits, 
and developing needed programs. 

 
 
 
 

Vision 
 
The North Carolina State Firefighters’ Association is a   
member driven organization that excels in communicating 
the needs of fire and emergency services in our state,     
engaging politically, training our members, and being     
responsible stewards of the financial resources we are 
entrusted with that will maximize the benefits to our      
current and future membership. 
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firefighter comes with additional obligations and the 

associated trials; often placing us at our limits.  To 

survive, I feel it is important to refocus on our      

purpose and to somehow find that extra energy for 

success.  We are certainly going to stumble from 

time to time, but that’s what makes us human.  

What makes us firefighters is that we                  

compassionately look to each other for guidance, 

support, and encouragement. 

     As we continue on our paths over the months 

and years ahead, I encourage everyone to stay   

focused, engaged, and remain purpose driven.  

Always strive to be a part of something that is 

greater than ourselves, especially when                        

participating as a community servant.  Continue to 

be willing to hold difficult conversations and initiate 

appropriate action; yet exercise compassion in our 

interactions.  Never be afraid to reach out for help 

and greater understanding and collaborate with any 

and all who may be able to assist you.  Our                  

communities and our fellow firefighters need us 

now more than ever and we must continue to               

prosper as the leaders that we so truly are. 

     I wish nothing but the best for you and all of our 

members.  I hope our paths will cross soon and we 

will have an opportunity to share with each other. 

     Please be safe and may God bless you all. 

     Greetings everyone!  I hope this article finds you well!  

First, it has been an honor to have been afforded the    

opportunity to serve as your NCSFA President this year, 

and what a roller coaster ride it has been for everyone as 

our fire service has been challenged as never before.  I 

am exceptionally proud of each firefighter in North              

Carolina and our resolute ability to persevere through an 

onslaught of new issues.  I am also proud to have had the 

opportunity to work with a great NCSFA Board of         

Directors and NCSFA Staff, who have been confronted 

with very difficult decisions and subsequently carried out 

their mission with compassion, concern, and                             

professionalism.  It’s been very hard, especially cancelling 

the annual 2020 SAFRE Conference.  Regardless of      

adversity, we are all still “United by Purpose.” 

     Unknowingly when I decided on this year’s motto in 

2019, “United by Purpose,” did I realize how important 

unity and purpose truly is and would be this year.  

“United” is defined as “joined together for a common     

purpose or for common feelings.”  “Purpose” is “the                

reason something is created or why it exists.”  These two 

words define a common element in our existence as               

firefighters; united in cause and determination to                      

persevere through all adversities and successfully                     

advance our calling and cause.   

     This year has now taught us that no matter what our 

cause or purpose, we are even more challenged to                

maintain and improve.  Just as life graciously affords  

everyone with plenty of struggle and misfortune, being a 
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however, delegate the one thing that only they can 
do with excellence, the one thing that will make a 
difference, the one thing that will set the standard, 
or the one thing they will be remembered for. They 
do it themselves. Leaders lead. Leaders take      
responsibility. You can’t hand that off to someone 
else.  

I’m trying to focus on the fire service here. But in 
reality, these issues expand so much broader to 
our country. 

I admit it, I like history!  It seems to me that       
history gives us examples of what works, and in 
some cases that which does not. It also gives us 
the opportunity to reflect on the good and bad of 
human endeavors. When you study the people               
involved with the founding of our Country, and     
writing of the initial policies and procedures, you 
get a sense of the frustration of dealing with                  
planning for long term sustainability while handling 
short-term problems. Their handling of issues in 
many cases served as a nearly perfect illustration 
of the need to subordinate narrow interests to the 
larger cause, to set aside personal goals for the 
good of all. We can learn from that today in our    
areas of service.  

When you think of the founding of our Country 
so many names come to mind. Madison, Jefferson, 
Hamilton, Franklin, Adams, and of course       
Washington, just to name a few. Many different 
people with distinguishing ideas, ideals, and      
characters, all of which had good arguments. 
George Washington, in my opinion, wasn’t the 
smartest, but seemed to have the ability to allow 
long-term vision to overcome short-term desires, 
while others seemed to eventually become limited 
by their narrow interests. He also believed that     
conflict often created improvement as long as it    
focused on long-term answers. In a short speech in 
Alexandria Virginia after his second and final term 
as President, he told the people that “clouds may 
and doubtless often will in the vicissitudes 
(variety) of events, hover over our political    
concerns, but a steady adherence to the         
principles of our government will not only      
dispel but render our prospects brighter by 
such temporary obscurities.”   

I would agree with Washington that conflict can 
make us better, but only when the improvement 

There have been many great leaders in our generation. 
Each of us should have names that come immediately to 
mind. The ones I thought of differ in many ways. Some 
were vain, others humble. Some were loud, while others 
seemed to keep within themselves as if guided by an inner 
voice. Regardless of their diversity with respect to              
personality, ability, mannerisms, and interests, they all had 
followers. Some were loved and admired, not because they 
were popular, but because they had earned the respect 
results bring. Others were neither loved nor admired, but 
were at the same time respected. They were all visible, yet 
it wasn’t because of their rank, title, or even money. It was 
because of their responsibility. 

Peter Drucker, a well-known lecturer and author on    
leadership   indicates that, although leaders have an almost 
limitless diversity in many areas, they also behave much 
the same way. They do not start with the question, “What 
do I want?”, but start out asking “What needs to be done?”. 
They next ask, “What can and should I do to make a               
difference?”. This has to be something that the area of               
service needs and fits the leader’s strengths. Drucker says 
leaders are extremely   tolerant of diversity in people, yet 
extremely intolerant when it comes to a person’s                    
performance, standards, and attitudes. They never feared 
strength in their associates, encouraging growth, and                     
gloried in the success of their subordinates. They never 
sought popularity by doing popular things, they sought to 
do what was right, regardless of the effect on their status. 
Last but not least is the fact that effective leaders delegate 
a good many things out of necessity.  They do not,                       
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becomes the focus and not the conflict. If the conflict      
becomes the focus, we lose our initial purpose of service 
and spend all our time fighting.  

Over the years trying to serve in leadership roles I’ve 
tried to make conflicts a motivator for improvement, not a 
motivator to continue a fight. It’s not often an easy task. 
When groups of people from varying backgrounds or          
associations seek to improve the field they serve, there will 
be differences of opinion on how that is done. That’s’ not a 
bad thing if the focus continues to be improving the field 
they serve, and not the differences of opinion. The leaders 
we have on the Board of the NC State Firefighters’           
Association have that quality. It’s always about improving 
the service we provide to our members, so they can         
improve the service they provide to their constituents.  

I think great things will happen in the future for the North 
Carolina fire service if we are prepared and work together. 
We are all part of a large team. It is our collective area of 
service. We all have to believe in the system and work to 
improve it. George Washington felt the same about our      
nation’s new government. It was so important to him that he 
made these words the central theme of his farewell           

address.  “This government, the offspring of our 
own choice uninfluenced and unawed, adopted      
upon full investigation and mature deliberation, 
completely free in its principles, in the           
distribution of its powers, uniting security with 
energy, and containing within itself a provision 
for its own amendment, has a just claim to your 
confidence and support. The very idea of the 
power and right of the People to establish                        
Government presupposes the duty of every   
individual to obey the established                  
Government.”  

We can agree to disagree, consider each other’s 
opinion, and in the end support the direction we 
collectively agree to pursue.  

This year has been trying in so many ways, but 
we’ll work to get past these together. We’ll have 
differences of opinion and desires to go in different 
directions. That will make us better if we focus on 
our service and responsibility, and not the            
differences of opinion. 
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Can you believe another year has passed?  It has been 
an honor to represent you as the 1

st
 Vice-President of a 

wonderful fire service organization this year.  I am truly ex-
cited and humbled to be moving into the role of  President in 
August.  I am excited because the work we do as a fire ser-
vice and as an association is so important to not only our       
members, but the communities we serve.  I will pledge to 
each of you to do my very best to represent you well and 
continue the mission of the North Carolina State Firefighters 
Association. 

As we look back over this year, has it not been         
something?  We have persevered through a life changing 
pandemic and had to discover and create new ways to      
continue moving   toward our mission.  We have all attended 
countless meetings sitting in front of our computers.  We 
have worn masks and we have searched high and low for 
toilet paper.  The important part though, is that we have per-
severed.  We have been successful. What a challenge legis-
lative advocacy for the fire service has been this year. We 
have continued to collaborate with our elected leaders and 
other organizations to ensure that our purpose is supported.  
I ask each of you to join me in praying for our elected offi-
cials as they are forced to make hard decisions daily. 

     As we move forward into a new year for our organization 
we must remain resilient.  We must keep our eyes on our 
goals and find new and creative ways to meet them.  The 
environment in which we all work, live and advocate for has 
changed, but that’s ok because we can adapt, and we can 
continue to be successful.  

 

Imagine you’re going to take a kayak trip 
down a river. Along with slow water and        
shallows, your map shows that you will          
encounter unavoidable rapids and turns. How 
would you make sure you can safely cross the 
rough waters and handle any unexpected     
problems that come from the challenge? 

Perhaps you would enlist the support of more 
experienced kayakers as you plan your route or 
rely on the companionship of trusted friends 
along the way. Maybe you would pack an extra 
life jacket or consider using a stronger kayak. 
With the right tools and support structure in 
place, one thing is sure: You will not only make 
it through the challenges of your river adventure, 
you will also emerge a more confident and cou-
rageous kayaker. 

Life may not come with a map, but everyone 
will experience twists and turns, from everyday 
challenges to traumatic events with more lasting 
impact, like the death of a loved one, a                      
life-altering accident or a serious illness. Each 
change affects people differently, bringing a 
unique flood of thoughts, strong emotions and 
uncertainty. Yet people generally adapt well 
over time to life-changing situations and               
stressful situations — in part thanks to                    
resilience. 

Psychologists define resilience as the                    
process of adapting well in the face of adversity, 
trauma, tragedy, threats or significant sources of 
stress — such as family and relationship                  
problems, serious health problems, or workplace 
and financial stressors. As much as resilience 
involves "bouncing back" from these difficult                    
experiences, it can also involve profound                    
personal growth. 

While these adverse events, much like rough 
river waters, are certainly painful and difficult, 
they don’t have to determine the outcome of 
your life. There are many aspects of your life 
you can control, modify and grow with. That’s 
the role of resilience. Becoming more resilient 
not only helps you get through difficult                          
circumstances; it also empowers you to grow 
and even improve your life along the way. 

Being resilient doesn’t mean that we won’t 
have trouble or distress. People who have       

Resilience 
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• I will maintain a hopeful outlook. It’s hard 
to be positive when life isn’t going our way. 
An optimistic outlook empowers us to expect 
that good things will happen to us. Let’s try 
visualizing what we want, rather than        
worrying about what you fear. 

• I will learn from my past. By looking back 
at who or what was helpful in previous times 
of distress, we will discover how we can         
respond effectively to new difficult situations. 

The important thing we must all remember is 
that none of us are alone on the journey. While we 
may not be able to control all our circumstances, 
we can grow by focusing on the important aspects 
we can manage with the help and support of our 
brother/sister hood and trusted professionals. 

I would like to publicly thank President Rich for 
his leadership this year along with all board     
members, staff and especially all of you.  What we 
do is important, let’s be resilient. 

May God continue to bless each of you. Be safe. 

commonly experience emotional pain and                
desolation In fact, the road to resilience is likely to 
involve considerable emotional distress. 

While certain factors might make some                             
individuals more resilient than others, resilience 
isn’t necessarily a personality trait that only some 
people possess. On the contrary, resilience                       
involves behaviors, thoughts and actions that                
anyone can learn and develop. The ability to learn                 
resilience is one reason research has shown that 
resilience is ordinary, not extraordinary. One                   
example is the response of many Americans to the 
Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and individuals'       
efforts to rebuild their lives after tragedy. 

As we move into the 2020-2021 year of the 
North Carolina State Firefighters Association lets 
do it again.  Let’s continue to make a positive                   
difference.  As your President, here’s my plan: 

• I plan to keep things in perspective. How 
we think can play a significant part in how 
we feel — and how resilient we are when 
faced with obstacles. We may not be able to 
change a highly stressful event, but we can 
change how we interpret and respond to it. 

• I will make every attempt to accept 
change. Accept that change is a part of life. 
Certain goals or ideals may no longer be  
attainable as a result of adverse situations. 
Accepting circumstances that cannot be 
changed can help you focus on                    
circumstances that you can alter. 
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As we end another NCSFA year, it would be an              
understatement that this year presented some unique  
obstacles requiring us to devise inventive ways to operate 
in our rescue organizations and our personal lives.                  
COVID-19 and social/cultural reform issues weren’t on 
the horizon during our last SAFRE conference, annual 
planning retreat or legislative committee meetings.  We 
are on a new frontier that afforded us the opportunity to 
make changes with the future in mind.  I am constantly in 
awe of what the fire service of this great state can                   
overcome.  It has yet again risen to the challenge this 
year conquering these opportunities. This year also gave 
us the opportunity to slow down, maybe relax a little, and 
enjoy more time with family and friends.  So, I want to say 
thank you to every member for your fortitude.  It’s an     
honor to serve with and for you.   

At the end of the year, we look back at our successes 
and failures and strive for a better future.  We had to 
make some major decisions as a Board.  It was a grueling 
decision not to have the annual SAFRE conference.  The 
decision was not taken lightly and made in the best                   
interest of the health and safety of our attendees and the                                 
departments they serve in.  The NCSFA has continued to 
push for a culture change in health and safety by ways of 
education and legislation, and we wanted to lead from the 
front showing we value our members’ health by not               
pushing further exposure to COVID-19 than you’re                     
already receiving in everyday emergency response.   

     In looking back, legislatively we didn’t accomplish all of 
our priorities, and we know next year is going to be  

tougher going into an election year and an economic 
downturn.  We did make progress though, and I am 
fan of old church hymns and it reminds me of “Count 
Your Blessings” by Johnson Oatman, “Count your 
blessings, name them one by one.  Count your many 
blessings, see what God has done.”   So, we                   
celebrate the small wins, and we will not tamper                  
expectations for the upcoming legislative cycle.  We 
are going to continue the drive for more safety                   
initiatives, better benefits, and more legislative       
support for you.  The NCSFA/NCAFC Legislative 
Committee is committed to working relentlessly to 
make your job easier. 

My annual report article is titled Preparing for the 
Future, because the future is just around the next 
turn.  This year has proven we need to be prepared 
for anything that can be thrown at us.  We need to 
use all our available resources, starting with looking in 
our own departments.  How many departments 
looked to Millennials to help set up our Zoom                 
meetings, Microsoft Team collaborations, or           
Facebook Live training events?  I have and will     
continue to stress to fire service leaders to plan for 
the future of their departments by growing and      
mentoring the next group of Fire Officers and Chiefs.  
We aren’t going to be around forever, and we want 
our departments to achieve more in the future, not 
become stagnant or regress.  Training and            
succession planning are key. 

In my continued use of my sports metaphors in my 
articles, I want to lean on college basketball this year.  
I am a UNC-Chapel Hill fan and enjoy watching the 
Heels play.  As a Board, we like to give each other a 
little ribbing about who’s winning and losing, even      
putting some meetings on pause to check scores.  
The key to the best college basketball programs is the 
coach and his or her ability to prepare for the future.  
Most of the time, Juniors and Seniors are starters on 
your team.  The Freshmen and Sophomores tend to 
ride the bench until they have learned and earned 
playing time.  The coach helps to teach and prepare 
the next generation, molding them into leaders and 
teaching them how to be successful.  The coaches 
ensure they get the Freshmen and Sophomores             
rotated into the games, so they are better prepared 
for their future roles.  The coaches must take a vested 
interest in all the players to determine who will                     

Preparing For The  
Future 
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succeed and how they can help.  It’s a                
never-ending cycle that repeats itself every year or 
two.  Michael Jordan, is arguably the greatest    
basketball player ever. I realize that some Baby 
Boomers and Millennials may disagree.  Jordan 
walked into a system at UNC where Freshmen   
didn’t play.  He immersed himself in the Carolina 
and Coach Dean Smith way, earning his way as 
the fifth starter, not because his talent, but his    
commitment to hard work, willingness to be 
coached, and learning of the intricacies of the 
game.  Smith realized his raw talent and molded 
Jordan into the player/leader he would become.  
When Smith passed, Jordan said, “Other than my 
parents, no one had a bigger influence on my life 
than Coach Smith.  He was more than a coach – 
he was my mentor, my teacher, my second father.  
Coach was always there for me whenever I needed 
him, and I loved him for it.  In teaching me the 
game of basketball, he taught me about life.” 

Are you, as Fire Chief or Chief Officer, being a 
good coach for your team/department?  Are you 
prepping future leaders to lead your organizations 
when you’re gone, be it next week or ten years 
from now?  Have you pushed your people to strive 
for more training, strive to better themselves, and 
strive for excellence?  Are you truly spending time 
and putting in the effort with these individuals?  Did 
you have a Coach Smith in your career who 
pushed you to excel and mentored you in your    
career?  I know that I have had a number in my  
career that I could never thank enough.  We should 
all strive as leaders to have someone quote about 
us what Jordan quoted on Coach Smith’s passing.  
If we have that, then our career will be worthwhile.  
So, step up your game and lead!  Prepare your    
department for the future!  Bring your future               
department leaders to the next SAFRE conference, 
the next Mid-Winter NCAFC'S conference, OSFM 
Weekend at the Fire Academy, FRI, or FDIC.  Help 
them to grow as leaders and foster their success, 
not only for the individual, but for the entire                         
department.  It is up to each one of us to keep an 
eye to the future to ensure continued success.  

I want to thank all current and former NCSFA 
Board Members and Staff for their dedication and 

drive for the firefighters of our state and continuing 
to look to the future.  More work and effort go on 
behind the scenes than I ever expected.  I                    
celebrate past achievements and look forward to 
more success in conquering future challenges.  As 
always, I would be remised if I did not thank the 
Western NC Association of Firefighters, Chief Hunt 
and Chief Cash, and all members of the SF&R and 
CFD because serving the NCSFA Board truly                   
involves your entire agency. 

In closing, Green Bay Packers Coach Vince 
Lombardi said, “The achievements of an                           
organization are the results of the combined effort 
of each individual. People who work together will 
win, whether it be against complex football                          
defenses, or the problems of modern society.                   
Individual commitment to a group effort - that is 
what makes a team work, a company work, a                    
society work, a civilization work.”   So, we need to 
keep President Rich’s SAFRE conference theme 
for this year “United By Purpose” on the forefront of 
our every action.  We need to be united by purpose 
as members of our departments, united by purpose 
as emergency service workers, united by a                       
purpose for state resources and funding, united by 
purpose for legislative issues, united by purpose for 
social and cultural reform, and united by purpose 
for each other.  Continue to grow your team and 
cultivate your department’s future leaders! God 
Bless and stay safe! 

 12 www.ncsfa.com NCSFA Office 1.888.546.2732
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Treasurer’s Report 

• The Association continues to give back 

$1 per member to the Regional           

Associations to fund their operations.  

Total given this year - $54,671. 

• True income from investments averaged 

3.3% last year and total loss in value 

was less than $10,000 despite a         

turbulent year in the stock markets.  Our 

investment manager continues to an  

outstanding job for us. 

• Increase in net unrestricted assets for 

the year after depreciation and taxes - 

$95,095 (without DOI funding). 

     In the Relief Fund, there was a net loss of 

$307,837, which again does not include any  

current year amounts from the Department of 

Insurance. 

• Scholarship payments totaled $179,450. 

• Insurance premiums paid for LODD and 

AD&D policies for our members were 

$759,712.  We have had to withdraw 

from investments again this year to    

cover the shortfall in this fund. 

• Investment returns were 3.7% in this 

fund, with only a $3,400 loss in value. 

     In the Fraternal Insurance Fund, the          

investments returned slightly over 4% while     

suffering a market loss of only $14,000.  This 

fund now supports LODD costs, and during the 

year paid out $20,000 in initial LODD survivor 

payments and $52,934 in educational benefits  

for LODD dependents. 

     The financial audit for this fiscal year was conducted 

the week of July 27 by the CPA firm of Barrow, Parris & 

Davenport of Kinston.  No problems were encountered 

and we expect an Unqualified Opinion of the financial 

statements.  The audited statements will be issued   

after the determination and receipt of annual funds 

from the Department of Insurance in October.  The    

Association had a sound financial year despite the  

economic difficulties brought on by COVID 19.  The  

following amounts are from our internal statements, as 

audited. 

     Highlights of the financial statements in the General 

Fund for the year include:  

• The debit card commissions from our          

partnership with Local Government Federal 

Credit Union totaled almost $392,000 this year 

with almost 11,000 cards issued.  Thank you to 

all our members who have taken advantage of 

this benefit.  Usage of this card and the revenue 

stream from it allows us to continue to keep 

costs low while continuing to provide high levels 

of insurance and service to our membership. 

• We contributed $9.50 per member to the Relief 

Fund to supplement the cost of insurance     

benefits paid from there.  Total paid to Relief 

Fund in 2020 from the General Fund was 

$519,375. 

 14 www.ncsfa.com NCSFA Office 1.888.546.2732
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Statistician’s Report 

 

     Yet another year is upon us and we are usually              
preparing to spend the week in Raleigh for our annual 
conference and South Atlantic FIRE RESCUE Expo. I 
have spent the last forty plus years in the fire service and 
I have always had a saying of “just when you have seen 
it all and what else can happen”, it does! This year will 
definitely go down in the history books for our            
conference. For only the fourth time in the 133-year                 
history of the association as we know it, the conference 
has been cancelled. An annual meeting will be held for 
the business of our association and a statistician report 
will be presented for the records of the association, just 
not in the way we are used to. 

     Our history project has gotten off to a great start,     
especially with the assistance of Mike Legeros of Wake 
County. He is truly a historian. Mike has written a                  
conference cancellation article that will be shared.  Once 
again, your board has made great resources available to 
help make this project truly priceless when completed. 
We will continue to work on this project as our world    
continues to heal from Covid 19. We also invite anyone 
who might have old photos or articles related to the 
NCSFA and fire service in North Carolina to share it with 
us.  This project will make you proud of our fire service 
heritage from the inception of NCSFA to today’s fire     
service. 

     I am truly blessed to be a part of your NCSFA Board. 

 16 www.ncsfa.com NCSFA Office 1.888.546.2732
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Western Director 

electronic meetings and discussing strategies to 
move forward with these initiatives.  

     The NC fire service has challenges moving     
forward including recruitment and retention in every                                 
department, as well as maintaining the levels of 
service our citizens expect. The NC fire service is a 
model for other states and sets the precedence of 
how we move forward. I always face a problem 
with no easy solution as a challenge. We can think 
outside the box, achieve small wins, and eventually 
will come up with something that can work. The 
ability to do this makes most fire departments      
successful as we are the ones sent to a call when 
no one else knows who to call. We work together 
as a team and achieve a common goal to serve our 
communities.  

     Next year will continue with challenges and we 
may have to change some of the ways we conduct 
business. We will continue to evolve and make 
things work no matter the obstacles, because that 
is what firefighters do. Next year I hope things are 
somewhat back to normal and we are all planning 
on a trip to Raleigh for the SAFRE conference, 
ready to learn and grow as departments and      
individuals. Now and through next year the NCSFA 
board will continue to work for our members and 
represent them on issues we face as a NC fire 
community. Thank you for the ability to serve as 
your Western Region Director on the NCSFA 
Board of Directors. 

     What a year 2020 has been in our country, state, and the 
fire service. I am very grateful to serve this association as 
your western director for the NCSFA. As I reflect on the last 
year, I feel most North Carolina fire departments have been 
stretched thin and have stepped up to the challenges that 
this year has given. Your association stands behind you and 
your work to serve the citizens in your areas. The challenges 
that you face every day do not go unnoticed and together we 
can improve the lives of our members and our communities.  

     This year has had many challenges due to COVID       
resulting in the cancellation of or annual conference. This 
action by the board was not taken lightly, however the     
probability of having this event was not looking good with the 
restrictions that were on the state. This conference is        
obviously the highlight of the year to learn from one another 
and build relationships that last a lifetime. Not having this 
event will forever be remembered in the association’s        
history.  

     All of us cannot let the inability to gather in person hinder 
the ability to conduct our business and maintain the               
expectation of our members and the community. The fire 
service will always be innovative in how we do “more with 
less” while taking on additional responsibilities within our 
own areas. This year has also brought many groups                      
together to discuss issues and solutions to firefighter issues 
like cancer, fire department funding, and benefits to                            
firefighters serving this great state. While all issues cannot 
be granted every time we ask, your NCSFA board has not, 
and will not stop discussing issues and fighting for benefits 
to our firefighters. Even during COVID we have been using 
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         Uniting For Purpose 
       
                                                     
        

     
    Chris Davis 
    Assistant Chief 
    Clemmons Fire                      
    Department and 
    Assistant Chief, Retired 
    Forsyth County 
    Fire Department 
     Chris@NCSFA.com 

 
 

   
   

Piedmont Director 

Uniting for Purpose.  

Every department has leaders that Unite people. 
It can be through training, call responses, social or 
community events. New firefighters are looking to 
be United by Purpose. It is up to us to identify what 
the organization’s purpose is and Unite the                         
firefighters and the public with that purpose. Being 
United does not mean that we have to agree                   
unconditionally. What it allows is discussion that 
encourages growth in a person and in an                            
organization. A purpose may stay consistent;                   
however, the manner the service is carried out                  
continually changes.  

It is my honor and privilege to serve on the 
NCSFA board. I continue to be United by Purpose. 
Surrounded by a Board and Staff that is always 
willing to mentor, support, encourage, teach and 
that is United by Purpose. That Purpose is to serve 
the firefighters of North Carolina. There may be      
different methods, but the purpose is the same. My 
question to every firefighter is who will you help be 
United by Purpose? 

     While writing this article, the 4th of July is fast                
approaching, and we are reminded about the sacrifices that 
were made to form our Country and what is happening in this 
Country today. Regardless of where you stand politicly, it is 
difficult to dispute that we live in the greatest County in the 
World. Theodore Roosevelt said, “It is not what we have that 
will make us a great nation; it is the way in which we use it.” 
It took more than intestinal fortitude for our founding fathers 
to sign the Declaration of Independence. They did not agree 
on everything, but they were United by Purpose.  

     Becoming a volunteer firefighter, I just wanted to be 
around some of my friends that had become volunteers. I 
thought it would be fun to drive fast with a red light on my 
dash and get to dress out in turnout gear to fight fire. It was 
great. Not long after becoming a volunteer, I began to realize 
that I not only enjoyed the adrenaline rush of the calls, but I 
felt fulfilled helping people. Firefighting had chosen me, and I 
chose firefighting as my career. Someone had United my 
Purpose.  

There were Chiefs, Officers, Firefighters and                                
Administrators that took the time to encourage me in my  
purpose of being the best firefighter I could be. Mentors and 
influencers, whether they wanted to be or not, gave me    
direction and perspective. Training gave me the tools to     
perform my job. Examples were provided on how to be      
professional and how to conduct myself. With maturity came 
compassion and how to treat people both at the station and 
the citizens we serve. Learning what service really means 
and putting others needs before my own. Some of these     
lessons were hard to learn but well worth the trouble. I was 
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         A Year Of Firsts     
 
 

          
 

    
 
    
    
    Eastern Director 
  
    Richard Pulley 
    Fire Chief, Darlington  
    Fire Department 
     richard@NCSFA.com 

 
 
 

Eastern Director 

I have missed the personal interaction with each of 
you.  Please exercise patience, be safe and look 
out for each other.  

Just remember, there is a higher being that has 
a purpose for the current situation we are all                    
experiencing. Only He knows the future, and it will 
be for the better. 

May God keep and bless each and every one of 
us until we see each other again. 

The year 2020 has been a year of many firsts. It is my 
hope we will never have another year like this. From learn-
ing how to have a meeting virtually, to wearing masks in 
public and cancelling basically all public functions, we have 
survived the challenges. Hopefully, we will be able to re-
sume some sense of a normal life soon.  

Let’s talk about firefighting and what it means to us.  As 
firefighters in the state of North Carolina we are united as 
one family.  No matter what the new normal will be, we will 
still have the same dangers and obstacles that we face 
daily in our duties. We must stay safe and watch out for 
each other. Few of these issues are actually on the fire 
ground.  Most are due to what we see, hear, and are ex-
posed to daily. Sure, these include the actual physical dan-
gers of the fire, other scene dangers or driving to and from 
calls, but these are the issues/dangers we train for and 
train to be protected from. We still need to discuss and be 
aware of the mental and also the long-term effects that fire-
fighting causes. These are cancer, PTSD, mental stresses 
and other issues. We need to know our firehouse family, 
so we can be aware of changes in behaviors, and be sup-
portive of our members. We also need to be aware of the 
impact our firefighting profession has on our family.  

The board of the NCSFA had to make some hard deci-
sions this year, like cancelling SAFRE, and not                     
participating in other functions like regional meetings, etc. I 
know this is not what any of the board members or                      
employees wanted to do. I hope this will all end soon and 
that we are able to have the 2021 SAFRE conference.  I 
am personally looking forward to this. I am looking forward 
to being able to talk to many of you in person  
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       Past President 
 

    Anthony Penland 

    Fire Chief, Swannanoa Fire  

    Department 
    anthony@NCSFA.com 

  
 
 
 

   

Past President 

Tim, Ed, Dean, Kris, Dan and Sandie; there are 
not enough superlatives in the English language to 
give you the credit you deserve. You are simply 
THE BEST! 
 

I am a very blessed man to have been part of 

the greatest organization in the country. I am and 

will always be forever thankful. One more thanks to 

all of you for making this a memorable journey. 

God bless to each and every one of you and may 

God bless the North Carolina State Firefighters’ 

Association. 

Seven years ago, I embarked on a journey that                           
permitted me to serve the North Carolina Fire Service in a 
greater capacity than my role as a small community fire 
chief. The journey started in McDowell County on a 
Wednesday night in April when the Western North Carolina 
Association of Firefighters put their faith in me to serve as 
the Western Director of the NCSFA, to which I say “Thank 
You”. This journey that I was on led me and my family to 
my first meeting in Raleigh, where I was told to sit down 
and not say anything until spoken to.  Fast forward to the 
year 2020 where I would sit in my office on a Zoom                    
meeting. 

 
I first want to say thank you to all those who I had the 

pleasure of serving with. No one knows if our paths would 
have crossed had it not been for the NCSFA. But now that 
they have, I have a lasting bond with some great                             
individuals. Our paths crossed for a reason, and for that I 
am very thankful. As a high school baseball coach of 28 
years at the end of the season, a special day was had to 
recognize the seniors. During this recognition time the hope 
was that you as a coach made a difference in the life of a 
young athlete. When someone rotates off the board of the 
NCSFA it is like those senior days, you have just spent the 
last seven years working alongside of and working for the 
best of the best, the North Carolina Fire Service. While I 
hope over the last seven years, I was able to make a                      
difference for the North Carolina Fire Service I will say that 
a difference was made in my life to which I say “Thank 
You”. 
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        Steve Roberson, Fire Chief, City of King     
       Incoming Piedmont Director 
             (sroberson@ci.king.nc.us) 
    

              
 

Incoming Piedmont 

Director Biography 

     Steven began his fire service career in 1994 as an       
inaugural member of the City of King Fire Department      
Explorer Post 430 in Stokes County. He is a third-generation 
firefighter with the organization. Steven transitioned from an 
Explorer to a volunteer firefighter in 1995 and was hired as a 
career firefighter in 2001. During his career he has served in 
Fire Prevention roles in both Forsyth and Stokes           
Counties.  In 2009, Steven was selected to be the Fire Chief 
of the City of King Fire Department. Steven is also serving as 
a Paramedic for Stokes a County EMS since 1997.  
 
     Steven has served as President of both the Stokes   
County Fire and Rescue Association and the Forsyth County 
Fire and Rescue Association. He has been an active      
member of the Piedmont North Carolina Firefighters’        
Association since 2010 and has served as a board member 
since 2018.  
 
     Steven has Associate Degrees in Fire Protection and 
Emergency Preparedness Technology   from Forsyth      
Technical Community College. He holds a Bachelor’s        
Degree in Fire Service Administration from Fayetteville State 
University.  
 
     He resides in King with his wife April and their three     
children Lanie, Carson, and Gage. In his spare time Steven 
enjoys coaching youth sports, camping, and surf fishing.  
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